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The reactor control and protection system /SOR/ includes 
detecting elements, transmission routes, evaluating instrumente, 
power amplifiers, actuators and the corresponding measuring, logic 
and signalling circuitry for reactor period and power measurements, 
manual and automatic control, detection and evaluation of emergency 
conditions and execution of the necessary emergency intervention. 
In order to extend the automatic control range, the basic system 
/SOR/ is supplemented with a r*obile neutron detector system /ИС/. 

BASIC Р А Ш З Г Ш Б ; 
•/ Recorded power measurement is performed in five linear stages 

ranging from 5 x 10~-*to 100 % of rating. Three ШС-56 ion 
chambers uniformly distributed about the reactor are used as 
detecting elements, an EPFV-64 compensating recorder being 
installed to provide the record chart. Moreover, both power 
and period are measured /no record/ by three emergency pro
tection blocfcs depending on period, the power being measured 
in a single logarithmic range from 10~*to 100 % of rating 
and the period in two ranges. 

b/ Automatic control of the power set point is effected by two 
controllers in a range from 1 to 100 * of rating. Sach contro
ller has five ШС-56 ion chambers at the input and two control 
rode /S^ s 0.5 %/ at the output. 

c/ Manual control of the reactor is effected by mesne of 32 com
pensating rods the selection and control of which is performed 
by the operator. All compensating /and control/ rods are 
provided with limit switchee and selsyn position indicators 
with an accuracy of - 2 cm over their range of 0 - 400 cm. 

d/ The emergency protection actuetee four scram rods /S^ s 2.5 %/ 
which move by gravity into the active zone within approxima
tely 1.5 вес after the arrival of the emergency signal which 
may be initiated due to /1/ exceeding the permissible power, 
/2/ exceeding the permissible period, /3/ exceeding the inlet 
and outlet coolant tampersture, /4/ coolant pressure drop, 
/5/ substantial reduction in flow and /6/ mains outage. 
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A ayetem of moving chambers meeeures the reactor power in _2 a range from 10 to 100 % and is able to control the power 
in the same range by means of the master controller control 
rods. The period is measured by this system in the range 
of T * — 10 - oo sec. Both power and period are measured 
by four independent systems and indicated by means of digital 
glow lampa. 

LATOPT OF SOR АИР PK^UIPKECT^ 

The SCR and FK equipment ia concentrated in the power 
plant on the reactor, in the reactor shaft and on level 21.00 
in the block control room and in the local SOB shield. 

. The reactor contains the cadmium control rods, their 
poeitioning mechanism incl.driving motors, position indicetion 
and scram rod magnets. Temporarily, during starting, two 
starting ion chambers can be inserted into special channels 
in the reactor. 

The shaft around the reactor accommodates ion chambers 
/30 pieces/ with their terminal boxes and preamplifiers, аз 
well as moving chambers end their drives. 

The local SOR shield room accommodates switchboards with 
control and logic circuitry of the control, compensating 
and scram rods, both automatic controllers incl. l.f. power 
generators, power supplies, ion chamber terminals and moving 
chamber panels. 

Two 10 c/s generating eats with control panels are 
installed in the corridor near this room. 

In the control room of the power plant, on the operator's 
desk, are concentrated all the SOR and FK principal control 
and signalling elements, all emergency protection blocks 
and also a part of the moving chamber logic f the compensating 
rod selsyne are installed on a low pulpit, the remaining 
measuring and signalling SOR and FK elements being mounted 
on vertical panels in the block control room. 
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STHDCTPHE OF BASIC GOgTSOL CIRCUITS 

'fhe basic control circuits of the power plant provide 

for the control of coolant /CO^/ temperature at the reactor 

outlet and the control of the reactor power. The cooperation 

of these two control circuits rnd their coupling with other 

principal controllers is shown in the block diagram in 

Fig. 1. 

The basic ccr.trol variable is the outlet temperature 

of the coolant which is related to the critical temperature 

in the reactor, i.e., the temperature of the fuel element 

cans. The outlet tecp.:reture of coolant is measured by means 

of thermocouples on the outlet piping and the measured valve 

is, therefore, influenced by trnnsfer lag and, in particular, 

by the high time constant of the thermocouples. For this 

reason, the reactor power control itself is ensured by 

• a fest control circuit which quickly compensates the reacti

vity fluctuations and is also capable of a quick response ! 

to flow reduction, this response being mediated by the block 

adjusting the power accordifag to the flow. With Jt as 

preset value, the gas outlet temperature controller then 

provides for slow correction and keeps the coolant tempe

rature value T/t/ at the steady level of T . 

Under normal operation of the coolant outlet temperature 

controller, the coolant flow and steam pressure controllers 

keep the thermal output of the reactor balanced with heat 

consumption in the steam generators for the given power plant 

load» 

The structure of the automatic controller as well as 

of the emergency protection were designed to ensure maximum 

service reliability and safety. 

There are two automatic controllers, one of which 

can be on "Control* while the other is on "Hot reserve". 

Each controller is provided with self-checking circuitry 

comprising a power supply check, a correct amplifier operation 

check, an ion chamber supply check, an absorption rod po

sition check, etc. 

.'' i • " • • • ' • - " - — — — ••"- - '' — •• • — — ~ 
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The occurence of any feult is signalled end if it afflicts 
the controller on "Control", its functions are automatically 
taken over by the one on "Hot reserve". 

The emergency protection circuits guarding both power 
and period are tripled, their outputs being connected in 
the "two out of three" pattern providing reliability of the 
emergency alarm signal and decreasing the probability of 
scram due to a false alarm. 

No mechanical arrangement or catch mechanism is used 
to insert the scram rods into the reactor core, the rode 
being dropped by gravity after de-energization of face-type 
suspension magnets. Two independent sources are used for 
the d.c. and a.c.supply of the whole SOR equipment. The d.c. 
voltage is provided by two high-capacity batteries, the a.c. 
voltage being supplied by reversible motor-generators, also 
powered from batteries. The interchange of the systems 
proceeds in an automatic sequence. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC CONTROL AND 
?М? СЛ!1СМ_ЭТ§ТЕ^ШПЭТ§ 

The greatest attention was devoted not only to the SOR 
system structure as a whole, but also to individual componente 
and instruments as regards performance reliability and safety 
and, in the case of items installed direct in the reactor 
pressure vessel, also as regards maximum service life with
out maintenance. 

The important parts of the control and protection system 
include: 
cadmium control rod 
control rod mechanism 
motor drive with position indication 
l.f.power generator 
deviation amplifier 
moving ion chamber equipment 
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С А Ш И М CO?rrROL_ROD 
The cadmium control rods ere the final elements of the 
reactor control to adjust the magnitude and spatial distri
bution of reactivity. Since the function of the cadmium rods 
requires their insertion direct into the reactor core, 
the requirements placed on these rods are most stringent 
and often contradictory, such as, e.g.: 
light weight, greet influence on reactivity, low heat evolu
tion, resistance to heat, pressure and COp-saturated water, 
not to cause electrocorrosion of the heavy-water vessel, 
to ensure cooling both during operation and after the removal 
of ILO, etc. 

These conditions and requirements resulted in a relati
vely complicated construction of the cadmium rod /see Fig. 2/ 
the shape of which is that of a field tube with cadmium 
broken down into several hundreds of mutually separated rings 
enclosed in a hermetically sealed aluminium-alloy sheath. 
Stringent requirements were also placed on the technologies 
used in the manufacture of these rods including the techni
ques of pickling, electron-beam welding, flaw detection and 
vacuum treatment during heat treating in an autoclave. 

£2ÍS59!í-S2-ií?CHANiSM_ 

The control rod mechanism is a gearing converting the rotary 

motion of the servo motor into a transistory motion of the 

control rodj it also provides for the guiding, extraction 

and position measuring of the rod. A motion screw and nut 

were selected as the mating pair, enabling the rod to be 

inserted and withdrawn by motoric force/not only, e.g.by gra

vity/. In the case of the control and compensating rods, 

the screw is made of stainless steel /it is hollow to allow 

the passage of gas for cooling the cadmium parts/ and ro

tates! the nut is of hard graphite and is guided by bronze 

pulleys in the grooves of the supporting tube. 
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In the caae of the acres rode, the graphite nut rotat.ee 
and the screw moves. Graphite was uaed as the material for 
nuts, aince the reactor environment inhibits the use of 
organic lubricants. For the ваше reaeon it waa necessary 
to develop several special ball bearings capable of a per
manent run in pressurized C02 environment /at 65 bare and 
130 °C/ free of any organic lubricants. Theaa bearings, like 
the whole mechanism, are of stainless steel. Only those 
parts of the supporting tubee which are immeraed in heavy 
water are of aluminium alloy. At the rated speed of the mo
tor, i.e., 300 r.p.m., the rods attain a epeed of 15 em/eec. 

MOTOR DRIVE WITH POSITION IBDICATION 
The driving motor type ueed with all typee of rode ie 
a four-pole eynchronoua reactance motor with no rotor winding 
except a aquirrel cage for induction etarting. Thia ie 
because only the rotora are exposed to the active environ
ment inside the reactor, the stator being hermetically 
aeparated from thia environment. The poaition indicator and 
the inductive limit-poaition pick-up ie likewiee aeparated 
by a pressure wall from the active environment and can be 
replaced at full preaaureé A epeed limiting brake ie provided 
between the motor and the position indicator to limit the 

speed of rotation when the power supply ia lost. At a stand

still, the eynchronoua motors are braked by direct current. 

The motors of the compensating rods and scram rode are 

connected to a three-phase voltage with a constant frequency 

of 3 or 10 с/в. The control-rod drive motore ere fed by 
a epecial low-frequency three-phase generator. In the csas 
of the ecram-rod drive motor the poaition indicator over 
the motor ie replaced by a euepenaion electromagnet. The mo-
tore operate at 50 to 80 V conauming, 1,000 to 2,000 VA, 
the maximum torque being about 1 kpm at max.300 r.p.m. 
The insulation of the motor windinga waa selected for ope
ration at the temperature of the cooling gas, i.e.,115 *C» 

http://rotat.ee
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CTTFHEfflENCT.PgWER GENERATOR 
Rotary three-phase synchronous generators were used to pro
vide 10 c/s constant-frequency supply for the compensating 
and scram-rod воtors. 

To enable operation of these rods at the frequency 
of 3 c/s and, in particular, to supply the control rods, 
static three-phase generators are provided permitting their 
frequency to'be infinitely changed within the range fro* О 
to 10 c/s /including phase sequence reversal/ depending on 
the magnitude and phase of the a.c. input signal. Originally, 
these generators were developed to be driven by magnetic 
amplifiers, but later were redesigned for a thyristor drive. 
Each generator can supply as many as four motors in parallel. 
The a.c. input voltage of these generators is amplified and 
supplied to two-phase a.c. motors driving contactless selsyns. 
In the selsyn stator winding, this carrier frequency is mo
dulated by the seleyn-rotation frequency and, after phase-
sensitive detection, the lov frequency obtained in this way 
in each phase is amplified in the thyris^or output stage. 

In accordance with Pig. 1, the current J/t/ from the ion 
chambers representing the actual vslue of the control]3d 
variable, i.e. the reactor power eotput, is fed into t le 
input of the deviation amplifier which compares J/t/ with 
Jto from the output level selector as the desired value 
and with J as a quick correction of presetting depending 
on the coolant flow rate. The amplifier output enables 
to evaluate the relative deviation 

. Jto 4_ Jpo_ " J / t / 

Jto 
which it converts to an a.c. voltage of 50 c/s. The amplifier 
is thus alternating. The amplifier is provided with a self-
checking systém /1 kc auxiliary frequency/, dead-band adjust
ment in the range from 0 to - 2 § and excess ai deviation 

, ' < 
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monitoring at the input. The amplifier is fully transisto

rized. 

MOVING ION CHAMBER.EQUIPMENT 

This equipment has the character of a supplementary measuring 

and control system permitting the reactor power control 

range to be extended by additional two orders. It operates 

on the principle of moving neutron chambers in which the 

logarithm of reactor power is determined by the position 

of the chflmber, the reactor period being given by the inverse 

value of the chamber speed. The chambers with preamplifiers 

are installed in long channels moving /swinging/ in the 

biological water shield surrounding the reector. 

The equipment consists of four systems any one of which 

can be on "Control" while the others act as measuring de

tectors. Their emergency signals are treated in the "two out 

of three" pattern with one system in reserve* The PK equip

ment is capable of operation with as many as two systéme 

out of four defective or disconnected ones. The position 

measurement and the chamber speed evaluation, as well as 

the processing of their pulse signals, the logic, control 

and signalling circuits and all the displays were constructed 

using modern static and digital components of Czechoslovak 

make. The equipment is protected by a number of Czechoslovak 

patents* 

DEVELOPMENT AND SETTING IN OPERATION OP 

CONTROL PROTECTION SYSTEM 

Like the KS-150 reactor as a whole, the entire control 

and protection system has the charsster of a prototype 

equipment which had to be developed under unprecedently 

stringent technical conditions without any practical expe

rience with this type of reactor. 
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The development and design of the system and its setting 
into operation proceeded from the very beginning in close 
cooperation with Soviet organizations which also signifi
cantly participated in the deliveries of speciel equipment. 
Apart from the development of the electronic components 
of the control and protection system developed in, and 
supplied for the irost part by, the Soviet Union, it was 
necessary to develop new control rod mechanisms, cadmium 
rods, a number of special electronic control and measuring 
instruments, special cables and also to do an immense volume 
of computation and analytical work in the field of reactor 
physics, reactor kinetics, dy»anics of the power plant as 
a whole and investigation of the transient, fault and emer
gency conditions of complex control circuits. This work 
has been going on since as early as the late fifties within 
the framework of the science and technology plan of the 
State, the participants, apart from the Skoda Concern, being 
other Czechoslovak organizations, such as the Nuclear Research 
Institute /ÚJV/ at Řež, the Power Research Institute /EG-tf/ 
in Prague, the Research Institute of Cables and Insulating 
Materials /VUK/ in Bratislava, etc. 

One of the principal testing equipments ie a large gas 
loop ftt th© Nuclear Power Construction Department, Boleveo, 
enabling the testing of technological channels and fuel 
elemente as well as of complete control mechanisme under 
field conditions /except radiation/. A view of the assembly 
tower of this testing facility is shown in Fig. 4. 

S0B_T1STIN0 AND SETTING_IKTO_OPEgATIOg_ 
Ae mentioned above, the delivery of the SOH equipment to 
the power plant site wee preceded by long-term scientific-
development and testing activities in both Czechoslovak and 
Soviet works concluded by extensive functional and life teste 
of prototypes. 
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Koreover, all the manufactured and delivered SOR equipment 

was assembled in the manufacturing works and subjected to 

final testing exceeding the scope of usual quality control, 

since it also included running-in and "ageing" of the equip

ment. The procedure in the Soviet works was identical. 

The individual tests on the power plant site were, in 

some respects, a continuation of the works tests as regards 

both special.measuring equipment and the personnel. The ob

jective of these tests was to recheck the equipment after 

transport and installation and to clear installation faults, 

if any. 

The comptex tests to verify and coordinate the operation 

of the individual blocks utilized to a considerable extent 

the findings and experience acquired during model research 

of SOR. The complex tests proceeded during June and July,1972, 

and were concluded by 72 hour of uninterrupted performance. 

PHYSICAL AND, POWER STAHTING_OF_REAGTOR_ 

These phases of setting the power plant into operation are 

discussed in detail in a separate article and this paragraph 

will, therefore, be restricted to facts related to the control 

system. One half of the measurements and experiments effected 

during physical starting was concerned with calibration and 

verification of functions of the control and protection 

system elements. This fact and the necessity of aplication 

of different, more sensitive detectors for the control and 

emergency protection during starting and of their installation 

direct in the reactor core involved extensive rearrangements 

of the SOR system. In particular, the emergency protection 

was substantially extended for the period of physical star

ting. 

At transition from the physical to the power starting 

stage, the control and protection system was restricted to 

the extent as designed. 
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The results of the starting experiments and the performance 

up to the present confirm that the control and protection 

system of the KS-150 reactor surpasses a number of it& 

designed parameter values and that its reliability is re

markably high. Fig. 5 shows a record *of power delivery and 

control rod position during automatic steady-power control. 

The actual mean square error in power with automatic control 

of steady output is 6" « 0.2 * of rating even with the dead 

band set to 0.7 % of rating. The dead band ensures smooth 

and economic operation of the automatic controller /control 

action at intervale of several minutes/. Figs. 6 and 7 show 

transients after disturbances in power set point a"\d reacti

vity. A quick restarting after an erroneous scram was tested 

and it was proved that the reactor can be started and 

switched to automatic control /at the level of 1-3 % of 

rating/ within less than 10 minutes. 

The emergency protection also proved to be of excellent 

reliability, since no case of damage to the mechanisms or 

cadmium rods in the reactor was reported. 



Table 1* Kumber of emergency protection interventions during setting the A-1 plant into operation 

Stage of starting procedure 

dumber of interventions 

Checls 
senoy and 
sltuatl •experi-
ons mente 

ErraticTErroneous 
Lnstrumenl (operator 
Bignals action Total Remark 

Complex testing, 

June 1st - July 15th, 1973 
14 23 

Erratic signals ge
nerated by emergency 
protection blocks 
for power and periojá 
due to mistakes in 
earthing diagram 

Preparation and execution 
of physical start» 

Sept. let - Нот* 20th, 1972 29 47 

Eta.situations arose 
due to supply outage 
and faults in desk 
for starting where 
erratic signals 
originated 

Preparation for power start 
Кот. 21st - Dee. 21st, 1972 14 24 

ЕУг«signals due TO 
drops of supply vo3j-
lage to emerg. pro
tection blocks whex 
starting turbocompi 

Power starting 
Dee. 22nd 1972 - Feb. 25th, 

1973 

Emergency situations 
caused by the net
work outside the 
power plant 

53 26 13 97 
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control of KS-150 reactor 

Reactor neutron output 
Reactor reactivity 
Outlet coolant temp. 
Desired value of T(t) 
Keutron detedtor indicator 
Desired value of neutron 
output 
Correction of J on flow 

Desired value of JQ 
set-point by ?(t) 
controller 
Kanual J^ set-point 
Deviation ampl. output 
Low-frequency generator 
power output 
Position of control rod 
driven by servo motor 
Coolant flow 
Desired value of coolant 
flow 
Overpressure at flow 
measuring orifice 
Angular displacement of 
circulating pump blades 
Pressure of intermediate 
pressure steam 
Desired value of p(t) 
Steam generator 

outlet coolant temperature 

-* Coolant circulating pump 

c Controller 

1 Coolant flow controller 
2 Control rods 
3 Stecjn pressure controller 
4 Differential pressure gauge 
5 Keutron flux detector 
6 Thermocouple at coolant 
outlet 

7 Correction of pov/er 
according to flow 

8 Outlet coolant temperature 
controller 

9 Servomechanism 
10 Low-frequency generator 
11 Deviiitior amplifier 
12 Power level selector 
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